Canadian Mennonite 2008 Resources by Title Index (Vol. 12)

This index is grouped by the titles of book, music or video/movie resources referenced or reviewed in the listed article.

Resource Type: Book

1

• No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

A

A Thousand and One Egyptian Nights: An American Christian’s Life Among Muslims by Drago, Jennifer (book)
• No. 9, p. 33 (“Bridging the gap of misunderstanding” by Dyck, Betty L.)

All Right Now: Finding Consensus on Ethical Questions by Geddart, Timothy J. (book)
• No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Amish Grace: How Forgiveness Transcended Tragedy by Kraybill, Donald B., Steven M. Nolt, David L. Weaver-Zercher (book)
• No. 3, p. 33 (“Author of Amish Grace to speak in British Columbia” by Mennonite Central Committee B.C.)
• No. 6, p. 32 (“Incomparable witness” by Boers, Arthur Paul)

Anabaptist Songs in African Hearts, Global Mennonite History Series: Africa by Lapp, John A. and Arnold Snyder, general editors (book)
• No. 1, p. 31 (“Up-to-date information on world’s Anabaptists” by Draper, Barbara)

B

Beyond Me: Grounding Youth Ministry in God’s Story by Loewen, Wendell J. (book)
• No. 14, p. 12 (“New book a ‘pivotal guide’ for postmodern youth ministry” by Mennonite Publishing Network)
• No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Borders and Bridges: Mennonite Witness in a Religiously Diverse World by Dula, Peter and Alain Epp Weaver (book)
• No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Bouquets: Intentional Relationships in Making Disciples by Hamsher, Bruce (book)
• No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Bully Bill by Birky, Joy, illustrated by Chad Thompson (book)
• No. 13, p. 18 (“Children’s Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

C

Carol of Christmas, The by Clarke, Marcia Kauffman (book)
• No. 16, p. 15 (“Life story of Christmas Carol Kauffman in bookstores soon” by Digital Legend Press)
• No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Cast of Characters: Common People in the Hands of an Uncommon God by Lucado, Max (book)
• No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Changing Paradigms: Punishment and Restorative Discipline by Redekop, Paul (book)
• No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)
Consider the Threshing Stone by Rempel, Jacob J., trans. by David J. Rempel and Eleanore Woollard (book)
- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

- No. 14, p. 28 (“Panorama” by Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary)

Dancing Through Thistles in Bare Feet: A Pastoral Journey by Harder, Gary (book)
- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Death and Life in America: Biblical Healing and Biomedicine by Downing, Raymond (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Demons, Lies and Shadows: A Plea for a Return to Text and Reason by Gilbert, Pierre (book)
- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Diaspora in the Countryside by Loewen, Royden (book)
- No. 6, p. 33 (“Coping with change in the 20th century” by Draper, Barbara)

Domain by Nickel, Barbara (book)
- No. 21, p. 24 (“Uncovering literary gifts from God: Novelist/poet Barbara Nickel” by Dawson, Angelika)

Emerald Angel, The by Derksen, Wilma (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Emma: A Widow Among the Amish by Stutzman, Ervin (book)
- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Feast of Longing, A by Klassen, Sarah (book)
- No. 2, p. 27 (“Feasting to excess: Latest collection by Sarah Klassen” by Muir, Ross W.)

Five Dysfunctions of a Team, The by Lencioni, Patrick (book)
- No. 15, p. 32 (“Business model can make churches functional” by Rogalsky, Dave)

Fix-It and Enjoy-It Diabetic Cookbook: Stove-Top and Oven Recipes—for Everyone by Good, Phyllis Pellman (book)
- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Food for All: A Buffet of Ideas about Hunger by Canadian Foodgrains Bank (book)
- No. 13, p. 18 (“Children’s Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Forgiveness: A Legacy of the West Nickel Mines Amish School by Ruth, John L. (book)
- No. 15, p. 26 (“Shalom celebrates quarter-century of counselling services” by Rogalsky, Dave)

From Grateful to Generous: Stewardship Sermons by John H. Neufeld by Neufeld, John H. (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Fugitive, The: Menno Simons by Augsberger, Myron S. (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)
This index is grouped by the titles of book, music or video/movie resources referenced or reviewed in the listed article.

G

God With Us: Rediscovering the Meaning of Christmas by Cairns, Scott et al (book)
  • No. 21, p. 33 (“Book review: Let every heart prepare Him room” by Martin, D.S.)

  • No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

  • No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

H

Hannah Waters and the Daughter of Johann Sebastian Bach by Nickel, Barbara (book)
  • No. 21, p. 24 (“Uncovering literary gifts from God: Novelist/poet Barbara Nickel” by Dawson, Angelika)

Holding by Nicholson, Lorna Schultz (book)
  • No. 13, p. 18 (“Children’s Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Hope Indeed! Remarkable Stories of Peacemakers by Shenk, N. Gerald (book)
  • No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Hot Apple Cider by Lindquist, N. J. and Wendy Elaine Nelles, eds. (book)
  • No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

I

I Am Hutterite by Kirby, Mary-Ann (book)
  • No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

I Am Not a Social Activist: Making Jesus the Agenda by Sider, Ronald J. (book)
  • No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

I Love You as Big as the World by van Buren, David, illustrated by Tim Warnes (book)
  • No. 13, p. 18 (“Children’s Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

J

Jesus for President: Politics for Ordinary Radicals by Claiborne, Shane and Chris Haw (book)
  • No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Jumping Into Empty Space: A Reluctant Mennonite Businessman Serves in Paraguay’s Presidential Cabinet by Bergen, Ernst as told to Phyllis Pellman Good (book)
  • No. 24, p. 33 (“Public service offers challenges, rewards” by Kennel-Shank, Celeste)

K

Keepers of the Land: A Celebration of Canadian Farmers by Hiebert, Carl (book)
  • No. 9, p. 26 (“Keepers of the land: Carl Hiebert and Deb Cripps celebrate farmers” by Rogalsky, Dave)
  • No. 18, p. 31 (“A moving experience on a tractor: book review” by Rogalsky, Dave)
This index is grouped by the titles of book, music or video/movie resources referenced or reviewed in the listed article.

- No. 13, p. 18 (“Children’s Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**Lectionary Story Bible (Year B)** by Milton, Ralph, illustrated by Margaret Kyle (book)
- No. 13, p. 18 (“Children’s Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**Like a Mustard Seed: Mennonites in Paraguay** by Stoesz, Edgar (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)
- No. 24, p. 35 (“Insights into Paraguay’s Mennonites (book reviews)” by Loewen, Harry)

**Liturgies for Christian Unity** by Archer-Greene, Judee, Mary Marrocco and Richard Vandervaart (book)
- No. 1, p. 32 (“Century of Christian unity celebrated with new book” by Canadian Council of Churches)

**Living Together: Myths, Risks and Answers** by McManus, Mike and Harriet (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**Lost Sons** by Clemens, Judy (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**Making Sense of the Journey: The Geography of Our Faith** by Lee, Robert and Nancy V. Lee, eds. (book)
- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**Marpeck: A Life of Dissent and Conformity** by Klassen, William and Walter Klaassen (book)
- No. 11, p. 22 (“Cutline: Scholars celebrated with publication of new Marpeck book” by Klassen, Mary E.)
- No. 22, p. 31 (“Marpeck for the masses: New book on Anabaptist pioneer” by Epp, Aaron)

**Mennonite Women in Canada: A History** by Epp, Marlene (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**My First Message: A Devotional Bible for Kids** by Peterson, Eugene (book)
- No. 13, p. 18 (“Children’s Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**My Mommy and Me/ My Daddy and Me** by MacNaughton, Tina (book)
- No. 13, p. 18 (“Children’s Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**Never Call Them Jerks** by Boers, Arthur Paul (book)
- No. 9, p. 37 (“Workshop to build peace in congregations” by Canadian Mennonite University)

**Northern Lights: An Anthology of Contemporary Christian Writing in Canada** by Rempel-Burkholder, Byron and Dora Dueck, eds. (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**Not Easily Broken** by Meyer, Ruth Smith (book)
- No. 6, p. 31 (“Stepping stones: First-time author weave tale of broken engagement” by Draper, Barbara)
- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**One Body, Many Parts: The Mennonite Churches in Paraguay** by Ratzlaff, Gerhard (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)
This index is grouped by the titles of book, music or video/movie resources referenced or reviewed in the listed article.

- No. 24, p. 35 (“Insights into Paraguay’s Mennonites (book reviews)” by Loewen, Harry)

**One Quilt, Many Pieces: A Guide to Mennonite Groups in Canada** by Reimer, Margaret Loewen (book)
- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**P**

*Pax Avalon* by Friesen, Steven “Reece” (book)
- No. 21, p. 30 (“Redeeming our superheroes” by Wiebe-Neufeld, Donita)
- No. 23, p. 13 (“Correction” by )

*Plant a Seed of Peace* by Seiling, Rebecca, illustrated by Brooke Rothshank (book)
- No. 13, p. 18 (“Children’s Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**Politics Under God** by Redekop, John H. (book)
- No. 17, p. 26 (“Politics: God’s ‘Plan B’” by Driedger, David)
- No. 17, p. 26 (“Recovering Jesus wins Word Guild Canadian Christian writing award” by Neufeld, Tom Yoder)

*Practicing the Politics of Jesus: The Origin and Significance of John Howard Yoder’s Social Ethics* by Zimmerman, Earl (book)
- No. 11, p. 22 (“How the man shaped the theology” by Draper, Barbara)

*Proclamation by Design: The Visual Arts in Worship* by Krahn, Karmen and Leslie James (book)
- No. 4, p. 26 (“New book catches growing interest in visual art at worship” by Mennonite Publishing Network)
- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**R**

- No. 1, p. 32 (“Four gospels, one singular story” by Baergen, Rene)
- No. 17, p. 26 (“Recovering Jesus wins Word Guild Canadian Christian writing award” by Neufeld, Tom Yoder)

*Religion-and-Science as Spiritual Quest for Meaning* by Hefner, Philip (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)
- No. 9, p. 32 (“Bearing witness to terror” by Pauls, Helen Rose)
- No. 17, p. 15 (“MEDA, book projects aided by fundraiser” by Paetkau, Walter)
- No. 23, p. 24 (“Cutline: Edith Krause at her art exhibit” by Epp, Aaron)

*Reuben and the Balloon* by Good, Merle. P and Buckley Moss, artist (book)
- No. 21, p. 40 (“Up, Up and Away: Children’s book release celebrated with balloon ride” by Good Books)

*Rider of the Clouds: Faith, Survival and Just Plain Hanging On* by Sims, Diane (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

*Rosanna of the Amish* by Yoder, Joseph N. (book)
- No. 21, p. 29 (“Rosanna of the Amish now classed as early Mennonite fiction” by Draper, Barbara)

*Rosanna of the Amish: The Restored Text* by Yoder, Joseph W. (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**S**
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Seeking the Wilderness: A Spiritual Journey by Lehman, Tim (book)
  • No. 18, p. 28 (“A journey in faith: Wilderness canoe trip leads to unexpected discoveries” by Wall, Elizabeth)

  • No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Simply in Season Children’s Cookbook by Beach, Mark and Julie Kauffman (book)
  • No. 13, p. 18 (“Children’s Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Sing the Story by Randall Spaulding et al (book)
  • No. 3, p. 29 (“Hymnal review: Putting a fresh face on Jesus” by Harder, Mark Diller)

Sleep in Peace by Hess, Ingrid (book)
  • No. 13, p. 18 (“Children’s Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

States of Exile: Visions of Diaspora, Witness and Return by Weaver, Alain Epp (book)
  • No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Steppes are the Colour of Sepia, The: A Mennonite Memoir by Braun, Connie (book)
  • No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Stories: How Mennonites Came to Be by John D. Roth (book)
  • No. 7, p. 16 (“MC Alberta at the crossroads: annual delegates discuss future” by Wiebe-Neufeld, Donita)

Stricken by God? Non-Violent Identification and the Victory of Christ by Jersak, Brad and Michel Hardin, eds. (book)
  • No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Stumbling Toward a Genuine Conversation on Homosexuality by King, Michael A. (book)
  • No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Take Our Moments and Our Days: An Anabaptist Prayer Book (Vol. 1 and 2) by Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary (AMBS) (book)
  • No. 6, p. 32 (“Anabaptist prayer book published by Herald Press” by Draper, Barbara)
  • No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Testing Faith and Tradition: A Global Mennonite History: Europe by Hoekema, Alle and Hanspeter Jecker, eds. (book)
  • No. 1, p. 31 (“Up-to-date information on world’s Anabaptists” by Draper, Barbara)

The Altars of Ahaz: How a Therapeutic Culture has Blinded Us to the Claims of the Gospel by Thiessen, Evangeline A. (book)
  • No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)
  • No. 9, p. 31 (“That’s what we’re trying to get away from” by Brubacher, Glenn)

The Cardboard Shack Beneath the Bridge: Helping Children Understand Homelessness by Huff, Tim (book)
  • No. 13, p. 18 (“Children’s Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

The End of Religion: Encountering the Subversive Spirituality of Jesus by Cavey, Bruxy (book)
  • No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

The Family Song by Peifer, Jane Hoober (book)
  • No. 13, p. 18 (“Children’s Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

The Legal Guide for Canadian Churches by Blaikie, David and Diana Ginn (book)
  • No. 4, p. 27 (“Practical book leads to theological quandaries” by Snyder-Penner, Russel)
This index is grouped by the titles of book, music or video/movie resources referenced or reviewed in the listed article.

**The Mennonite Handbook** by (None/Unknown) (book)
- No. 9, p. 30 (“A classic ‘bait and switch’” by Martin, Fred W.)

**The Peace Church and Ecumenical Community: Ecclesiology and the Ethics of Nonviolence** by Enns, Fernando, translated by Helmut Harder (book)
- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**The Way is Made by Walking by Boers, Arthur Paul** (book)
- No. 5, p. 4 (“Welcoming pilgrims as they progress towards faith” by Boers, Arthur Paul)
- No. 8, p. 34 (“Alumni News” by Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary)
- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)
- No. 11, p. 4 (“One pilgrim’s progress” by Boers, Arthur Paul)
- No. 14, p. 28 (“Panorama” by Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary)
- No. 17, p. 26 (“Recovering Jesus wins Word Guild Canadian Christian writing award” by Neufeld, Tom Yoder)

**Their Mark: Their Legacy** by Klassen, Irene (book)
- No. 1, p. 33 (“An introduction to the past” by Toews, Dave)

**Under Vine and Fig Tree: Biblical Theologies of Land and the Palestinian-Israeli Conflict** by Weaver, Alain Epp, ed. (book)
- No. 18, p. 6 (“Definition of Zionism” by Canadian Mennonite magazine)

**Usable Past, A: A Story of Living and Thinking Vocationally at the Margins** by Peachey, Paul (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**We Bear the Loss Together: A History of the Mennonite Aid Union** by Harder, Laureen (book)
- No. 9, p. 26 (“Cutline: Mennonite Aid Union history” by Scheifele, Nelson)
- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**What to Expect When You Have Diabetes** by American Diabetes Association (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**What We Believe Together** by Neufeld, Alfred (book)
- No. 1, p. 31 (“MWC announces 2007 ‘Shelf of Literature’ pick” by Mennonite World Conference)
- No. 8, p. 27 (“Mission by migration: Bechtel lecturer names Paraguayan experience” by Rogalsky, Dave)
- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)
- No. 18, p. 2 (“Radical discipleship” by Miller Dyck, Tim (a.k.a. Timothy Dyck))

**Work of Jesus Christ in Anabaptist Perspective, The: Essays in Honor of J. Denny Weaver** by Weaver, Alain Epp and Gerald J. Mast, eds. (book)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

**Worship at George Street** by Dick, Karl (book)
- No. 16, p. 16 (“Cutline: New history of W-K United Mennonite Church” by Krotz, Hilda)

**Yoyo Mama Yo** by de Vries, Jan Marten and Herman Heijn (book)
- No. 9, p. 30 (“New songbook helps to teach African music to western congregations” by Dutch Mennonite Mission)
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Total Number of Book Entries: 126

Resource Type: Movie/Video

B

Bending Spears by Klassen, Dave and Rick Gamble (movie/video)
- No. 16, p. 15 (“Bending spears opens in Waterloo: Documentary profiles forgiveness in Northern Uganda” by Klassen, Dave)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

C

Chronicles of Narnia, The: Prince Caspian by Adamson, Andrew (movie/video)
- No. 16, p. 14 (“Return to a world where might makes right” by Thiessen, Vic)

E

Enchanted by Kelly, Bill, Kevin Lima (movie/video)
- No. 5, p. 24 (“No cheering for the murderous chipmunk” by Thiessen, Vic)

I

In the Name of Christ by (None/Unknown) (movie/video)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

Iron Man by Favreau, Jon (movie/video)
- No. 12, p. 28 (“Ironic, Man: film review” by Thiessen, Vic)

S

Season of Hope, A by (None/Unknown) (movie/video)
- No. 21, p. 23 (“Fall 2008 Listing of Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

T

The Golden Compass by Weitz, Chris (movie/video)
- No. 1, p. 30 (“Film review: Warring for the minds of our children” by Thiessen, Vic)

Through the Red Gate by Siemens, Ruth Derksen and Moyra Rodger (movie/video)
- No. 9, p. 27 (“Spring 2008 Listing of Books and Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

W

WALL-E by Stanton, Andrew (movie/video)
- No. 23, p. 25 (“Buy N Large a great family film” by Thiessen, Vic)

Total Number of Movie/Video Entries: 10
Resource Type: Music

D

\textit{Devotion} by Bell, Steve (music)
- No. 23, p. 24 (“A worship CD without the platitudes” by Epp, Aaron)

E

\textit{East of West} by House of Doc (music)
- No. 7, p. 13 (“East of West heads in toe-tapping direction: House of Doc third CD” by Epp, Aaron)

H

\textit{Hope, Faith, Life, Love} by Canadian Mennonite University (music)
- No. 4, p. 26 (“New CD features CMU ensembles” by Canadian Mennonite University)

N

\textit{Notes Toward} by Corlis, Timothy, Heather Dawn Taves and Leonard Enns (music)
- No. 19, p. 26 (“Music for a broken world” by Rogalsky, Dave)

S

\textit{Sing Little Children} by Degan, Becky (music)
- No. 13, p. 18 (“Children’s Books & Resources” by Draper, Barbara)

\textit{Symphony Sessions} by Bell, Steve (music)
- No. 4, p. 25 (“Always room for a cello” by Epp, Aaron)

W

\textit{We are Seeking} by Friesen Family Band (music)
- No. 19, p. 25 (“All in the family” by Epp, Aaron)

Total Number of Music Entries: 7